PREPARING YOUR
WORKPLACE FOR
THE RETURN OF
YOUR EMPLOYEES

GOING BACK
TO THE OFFICE
The COVID-19 crisis has caused major shifts in the way we
work and how we experience the world, but we know that
many of us will be leaving our temporary home offices
and resuming work in our professional spaces very soon.
With that said, how are you preparing your facilities for
the return of your employees?
There are many precautions being taken around the
globe to protect people, and they all translate directly to
collaborative workspaces. Because your employees’ health
depends on a safe and clean work environment, Clarus is
here to help ensure your team feels confident and valued
when returning to the office. Together, let’s find the right
office space solutions that protect and empower your
people. After all, the workplace still matters. It’s time to
rebuild your community and your culture.
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WHY GLASS?
The new standard for workplace furniture calls for
products made of materials that are easy to sanitize,
while also matching the design aesthetic of the space.
Clarus glass products answer the call beautifully.
Due to the non-porous and antimicrobial properties of
glass, our hard surfaces can be wiped clean of all germs
and bacteria with bleach or other harsh chemicals
without damaging the integrity of the product.
Plexiglass, acrylic, traditional whiteboards, and other
laminate surfaces are porous, making them a breeding
ground for bacteria. While these materials may be
hard to clean thoroughly, glass sets the standard for
cleanliness.
Additionally, Clarus products don’t need to be
replaced, which means they’ll look just as good in 20
years as the day you installed them. We have found
that data proves the lower cost price tag for low-end
solutions comes with a higher total cost of ownership.
Because Clarus glass products can last a lifetime, this
results in big savings on replacement, installation,
and maintenance expenses – not to mention a high
ROI for style points and performance.
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WHY CLARUS?
Clarus is more than just glassboards. Our commitment
to excellence when producing the most premier glass
products on the market means controlling all aspects of the
manufacturing process. From fabrication to final assembly,
a customer’s order will never be outsourced, ensuring
products are produced at the highest standards and the
shortest lead times in the industry. Part of that commitment
of excellence is Clarus’ pledge to responsible manufacturing
through Lean operations and 5S optimization methodology,
a practice that results in higher quality, increased
productivity, and safer work environments for employees.
From the quality of our raw materials, to responsible
manufacturing processes and lifetime sustainability, Clarus
is passionate about making beautiful products in the USA
that elevate your space, without harming the environment.
Clarus holds certifications that contribute to three different
LEED credits— Environmental Product Declaration (EPD),
Low Emitting Materials for Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and
Declare – supporting our promise to responsibly steward
our position as the world’s largest glassboard manufacturer.
VERIFIED

by SCS GLOBAL SERVICES

TM

ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCT
DECLARATION
BASED ON LCA
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CERTIFIED
by SCS GLOBAL SERVICES

THERMOBILE
TherMobile, a non-porous mobile board that serves as a protective
shield during the health screening process, is your first line of
defense against COVID-19 at the office. How will you take the
temperature of your employees from a safe distance or handoff
necessary documents at the entrance? TherMobile’s small cut-out
window allows you to do exactly this, all through a non-porous,
easily cleanable safety shield. Thanks to the natural properties of
glass, it can be sanitized completely, protecting all parties during
health screenings.
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HEALTH SHIELD
Keep your receptionist areas safe while welcoming
visitors to your office with Clarus Health Shields.
Clarus’ Health Shields act as a non-porous cough/
sneeze barrier between receptionists and visitors
that can be easily cleaned and disinfected. It will be
important to not settle for a porous material that is
hard to disinfect. Porous materials such as acrylic
and plexiglass harbor bacteria and scratch easily.
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THE FUTURE OF
WORKSPACES
It’s no secret that workstations have evolved over time
and are now comprised of tighter, open benching style
components. So how do we de-densify workstations
and create distance and barriers between employees
when we don’t have budgets or lead time to purchase
all new workstations?
New standards will consist of non-porous, hard surface
screens, and dividers to act as cough/sneeze barriers
between desks. Soft and porous materials will all be
replaced by hard, non-porous materials that can be
sanitized with hospital-grade cleaning products.
With Clarus, you can find the right office space
solutions that protect and empower your people
to do their very best work.
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DIVIDE
Collaborative, open-air desks will soon be a thing of the
past. Employees are now looking for their own protected
and divided workspaces. Clarus’ product, Divide, acts
as a cough/sneeze barrier between workspaces and can
be customized to reach various heights. Like most of
our products, we can custom match any glass color to
coordinate with your existing furniture systems. We also
offer translucent or opaque glass finishes.
Learn more about Divide
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DESK TOPS
Clarus Desk Tops are a quick and efficient solution to
outfit your employees’ workspaces with non-porous,
cleanable surfaces that double as a marker board.
Simply lay the Desk Top on the workstation, and it
is instantly ready for use. Desk Tops’ antimicrobial
properties inhibit bacteria from spreading and allow
for the surface to be thoroughly disinfected, creating
a safe and clean environment for your employees.
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ADAPT
Now, more than ever, fabric and other porous surfaces
need to be removed to make your office environment
safe and protected from germs. Adapt by Clarus is the
easy, cost-effective upgrade for your furniture systems.
Compatible with over 40 office-space organization and
furniture systems on the market today, Adapt provides a
turnkey, smart solution that fits perfectly, every time. It
allows you to install cleanable, hard surfaces around your
workstations, transforming what’s already there without
replacing it.
Learn more about Adapt
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ADAPT
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3-WHEEL
GO! MOBILE™
Do you need a temporary solution for dividing workspaces while
maintaining the integrity of your office? The three-wheel go!
Mobile allows you to break up tight spaces by sliding a board
between desks to create separation and private writing surfaces
on each side. These mobile boards can be used independently
between desks or hinged together with go! Hubs, constructing
temporary walls that split up work environments into
configurations that meet the needs of your space. Simply roll
your go! Mobiles into place, set with go! Hubs and get to work
at a safe distance.
Learn more about go! Mobile
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GO! MOBILE™
Designed to be the most designer-friendly mobile glassboards
ever, go! Mobiles can be used independently, or ganged and
nested together, making them the perfect solution for easily
dividing any open work environment. Simply roll your go!
Mobiles into place, and get to work at a safe distance.
Learn more about go! Mobile
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FLEX™ WALL
Flex Wall is a free-standing glassboard wall system with a fully
integrated, omnidirectional wheel system built into the base.
The built-in wheel system allows Flex to roll easily from room
to room. Then, this revolutionary design seamlessly transforms
into a fixed, free-standing ADA compliant wall partition. Use
Flex Wall to create temporary break-out rooms or office spaces
without having to reroute electrical or HVAC systems.
Learn more about Flex Wall

Flex Wall Lift System
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FLEX™ MOBILE
Flex Mobile is the most elegantly designed, functional
glassboard on wheels ever brought to market. Its
wide, strong base gives Flex Mobile an Eiffel Tower
elegance while providing increased functionality and
stability to the writable glassboard. Why give up sleek
design and appealing aesthetics for safety when you
can have both with Flex Mobile?
Learn more about Flex Mobile
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TOPS
Since you are now being tasked with replacing
existing work surfaces with healthier, non-porous
material and seamless edges, take a look at Tops by
Clarus. This product provides the versatility of a
writing surface and the beauty of colorful Clarus
glass – all in an easily sanitized tabletop. Tops brings
a new level of creativity and visual communication to
your conference rooms, breakrooms, reception areas
and more. The possibilities are endless with a Tops
writing surface as your table.
Learn more about Tops
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FLOAT™
When considering how you might replace porous fabric
tack boards or traditional whiteboards in response to
the COVID-19 crisis, Clarus’ original glassboard, Float,
is the perfect solution. It’s yours to design. Customize
everything about your board, from size and glass color to
custom logos or graphics. A timeless magnetic glassboard
could be your safer, cleaner, more sustainable option for
creative memo boards and collaborative work surfaces.
Learn more about Float
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QUICK SHIP
Are you ready to make the necessary changes in your
office that will keep your employees safe? Do you need
these new solutions quickly? You’re in luck. Our Quick
Ship program was created to make you the hero. This
program is available for Float and go! Mobile orders only.
While Clarus’ standard lead time is two weeks, qualifying
Quick Ship orders* will ship within two business days of
the purchase order.
*Large quantity orders based on inventory availability

Learn more about Quick Ship
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CLARUS IS HERE FOR YOU
As you work tirelessly to prepare your facilities for the return of your employees,
Clarus is here to help. We care about your people and want to ensure that everyone
feels safe, healthy and valued in their professional environment. Together, we can
find the right office space solutions that protect and empower your people to do
their very best work.
Contact us

clarus.com | +1.888.813.7414 | © 2020 Clarus. All rights reserved.
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